
File a Formal Complaint - Tarn Ohana  
 

Tarn Ohana  reported (Thu, 1 Aug 2019) 

 

The filing C6-9177 fails to meet the requirements of 42.17A.305 sections (1)(c) and (1)(d). The 

expenditures are made by Moms of Seattle committee to 'Western Consultants LLC' for the purposes 

of 'digital campaign ads.' However, it appears that the 'digital campain ads' ran in different media 

and through multiple digital platforms involving expenditures to different companies, which also 

seems to violate section (1)(e).  

 

This causes a significant break between the reporting of electioneering communication expenditures 

reporting by the spenders, and the ability to corroborate the expenditures on the part of the 

vendors. No longer is there any ability to match these expenditures to receipts by commercial 

advertisers, as is required by 42.17A.345... unless Western Consultants LLC is going to present itself 

as a commercial advertiser under that RCW, which is impossible as it only exists as a PO Box in 

Seattle as a Nevada-registered LLC. I believe that these failings constitute an conscious attempt to 

skirt the clear laws of this state on campaign finance reporting.  

https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13037097987
https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/a/contacts/13037097987


 







Complaint Description 

 

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public? 

The people of Washington State have articulated a strong desire to clearly follow the money 

being spent on political advertising. Understanding how money is being spent, by whom, on 

behalf of whom, helps me and my fellow voters understand where digital (especially digital!) 

advertising is coming from and why. Clear trails of campaign expenditures also allows the 

people of Washington State to monitor campaigns for political office for signs of corruption, 

or other sorts of quid-pro-quos. 

List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found 

 *image* a screenshot of a representative of Moms for Seattle, independent committee, stating 

that their consultant spent money on advertising without authorization. 

*file* C6-9177 - a filing by Kevin Topping, agent for Moms for Seattle, for electioneering 

communications expenditures to Western Consultants LLC - for digital advertising 

List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them 

 

 

I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that 

information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

belief. 
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